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Value Added Advisor Program: Executive Summary
§ To compete in financial services, Relationship Managers must deliver superior service and build
strong relationships. The surest way to do this is to adopt the client’s perspective and help clients
to maximize the value of their businesses.
§ The Value Added Advisor Program (VAA) gives Relationship Managers the knowledge and skills
they need to become value added partners to their clients by delivering superior ideas about the
client company’s strategy, financing and value.
§ The VAA Program can be conducted in-person, over the web or in any combination
§ Customized versions are available for Large Corporate, Middle Market, Commercial, Real Estate
and other types of Relationship Managers
§ The VAA Program is often accompanied by:
– Strategic Review Workshops where participants apply course concepts to get additional
business for the Bank, and…
– The Financing for Value Creation Program that teaches Relationship Managers how to develop
value creating financing options for their clients and demonstrate their worth to clients.
We’d welcome the opportunity to explore whether our Program
could help you achieve your objectives
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Our founder is uniquely qualified to facilitate the Value Added Advisor
Program
Qualifications
§ Has served as a senior partner at multiple top consultancies
focusing on strategy, valuation, transactions and innovation
§ Led Executive and Consultant Education for major consultancies
and has decades of experience designing, developing and
delivering customized training programs
§ Conducted similar programs at many top financial institutions
around the globe
§ Led corporate development / strategy at two Fortune 300
companies where he led transactions of all types and sizes
Tom Nodine
Managing Partner,
Corporate Transformation
Partners, LLC

§ Has collaborated closely with renowned experts in finance,
valuation, risk, international transactions and negotiations
§ Received a Masters in Management Degree with distinction from
the J.L. Kellogg Graduate School of Management where he also
completed study towards a Ph.D. in Finance
§ Holds a Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) and Bachelors degrees
in Physics and Music from the University of California
See Mr. Nodine’s full profile on LInkedIn
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Financial institutions increasingly compete on the basis of relationships
Evolution of Competition in Financial Services

Level 4:

Relationships

Level 3:

Service

Level 2:

Products

Level 1:

Size / Scale / Efficiency
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Using a consultative sales process to understand and address client
needs is key to enhancing your client relationships
Consultative Sales Process
Shareholders / Owners

CEO/CFO

Strategies
Start
Here

Needs

End
Here

Product Solutions

Product
Pushing
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Building strong relationships involves adding value to your clients and
their companies
§ Taking clients to lunch or to ball games is simply not differentiating
§ However, your bank can’t just say, “Go out and add value!” and hope for the best
§ Instead, top banks are helping their Relationship Managers to use a consultative sales
framework to become Value Added Advisors to their customers

Skills of a Value Added Advisor
§ Understand your clients’ needs
§ Pro-actively engage with clients on relevant issues
§ Add value by bringing new ideas and solutions
– Strategic and operating ideas that enhance competitive advantage and value
– Financing ideas that will enable client businesses to thrive
– Ideas regarding how to protect and enhance value to the owners
§ Package the full range of Bank solutions to meet their needs
§ Demonstrate the value of proposed solutions
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Relationship Managers often have “gaps” in their abilities to be full
value added advisors
§ Most RMs are solid on traditional banking products and capabilities
– Products
– Services
– Benefits / Pricing, etc.
§ Most are also good at establishing relationships
– Identifying top priority clients
– Making initial contact
– Maintaining ongoing interactions
§ However, key areas could be improved
– After the first few meetings, what do they say?
– Incomplete capabilities in strategy and valuation
– A need to brush up on operating and ownership issues
– Cross-selling Investment Banking, Wealth Management and other banking solutions
– Lack of confidence in bringing new ideas to clients

The Value Added Advisor Program
is designed to fill these gaps
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There are three objectives for the Value Added Advisor Program

Value Added Advisor Program Objectives
1. Help the Bank to realize its strategy of putting clients first
2. Master the skills of a Value Added Advisor
– Understand your clients’ needs
– Pro-actively engage with clients on relevant issues
– Add value by bringing new ideas and solutions
• Strategic and operating ideas that enhance competitive advantage and value
• Financing ideas that will enable client businesses to thrive
• Ideas regarding how to protect and enhance value to the owners
– Package the full range of Bank solutions to meet their needs
– Demonstrate the value of proposed solutions

3. Help you to increase the depth of your client relationships and close more
business for the Bank
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Top management faces a broad range of operating, investing and
financing issues
Innovation
Strategy

Value
Risk

Profitability /
Efficiency

Capital
Structure

Operations

Next Month's Speech

Tax Laws

Transactions

Competitors
Cost of
Capital

?

? ?

Staffing

?

Personal
Wealth
Future Growth
Financial
Instruments
Succession
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These issues can be prioritized and by identifying their impacts on value

§ Owners and managers ultimately seek to create value
– Businesses exist to create value for their owners
– Executives have a fiduciary duty to maximize value
– No business (public or private) can destroy value indefinitely
§ Important issues impact value
§ Therefore, valuation approaches can be used to:
– Take the client perspective
– Unlock client needs
– Identify and prioritize issues
– Link specific decisions to their impacts on value
– Illustrate the impact of proposed operating and financing strategies
– Compare the results of proposed solutions
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The opportunity to develop relationships using the Value Added
Advisor approach is especially strong in commercial markets
§ Large corporate clients often have their own strategic and financial managers, or hire
them externally
§ Commercial clients are principally interested in the value of their businesses
– Their personal wealth is closely tied to the business
– They do not have the luxury of confusing earnings and cash flow
§ They have fewer people to help them run the business
– YOU!
– Board Members
– Friends
– Accountant
– Lawyer

Significant Opportunity in
the Commercial Market
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A focus on value also unites the owner’s perspective and the credit
perspective, resulting in better credit decisions

Owner s
Perspective

Credit / Underwriting
Perspective

§ Objective is to
maximize value
§ Focus on upside and
downside risks
§ Used to identify
business opportunities

§ Objective is to protect
principal

Value

§ Focus mostly on
downside risks
§ Used to structure and
monitor credit
exposure
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You can add value to your clients by helping them answer key questions
about strategy, operations, financing and ownership

Ten Key Client Questions
1.

What is the business worth and is it creating value?

2.

What are the key drivers of my business’ value?

3.

What rates of return do I have to pay to investors?

4.

Which operating and investing strategies would enhance
competitive advantage and create value?

5.

Where should innovation efforts be focused?

6.

Which acquisitions or divestitures might create value?

Financing
Issues

7.

What is an appropriate capital structure?

8.

How much value does financing add?

Owner
Issues

9.

Are risks to my wealth appropriately diversified and hedged?

Strategic
and
Operating
Issues

10. What is the plan for ongoing management?
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The Value Added Advisor program will give you the tools and
frameworks you need to quickly answer these questions
Ten Key Client Questions
1.
2.
Strategic
and
Operating
Issues

3.
4.
5.
6.

Financing
Issues
Owner
Issues

7.
8.

What is the business worth and is it
creating value?
What are the key drivers of my
business’ value?
What rates of return do I have to pay
to investors?
Which operating and investing
strategies would enhance competitive
advantage and create value?
Where should innovation efforts be
focused?
Which acquisitions or divestitures
might create value?
What is an appropriate capital
structure?
How much value does financing add?

Are risks to my wealth appropriately
diversified and hedged?
What is the plan for ongoing
10.
management?
9.

Analyses
Discounted Cash Flow
Economic Profit Analysis
Risk Framework
Sensitivity Analysis
Capital Asset Pricing Model
Cost of Capital Calculation
Competitive Strategy Framework
Scenario Analysis
Initiative Selection and Roadmapping
Strategy Driven Innovation
Strategy Driven Transactions
Downside Cash Flow Analysis
Peer Capital Structure Analysis
Discounted Cash Flow Analysis
Tax Savings Analysis
Diversification & Risk Management
Monetization Analysis
Succession Planning
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The VAA Program commonly has 19 Sections
Value Added Advisor Program Sections
1. Introduction and Objectives

11. Initiatives for Value Creation

2. Value as a Measure of Performance

12. Strategy Driven Innovation

3. Valuing Companies using the

13. Strategy Driven Transactions

Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) Method
4. Exercise: Valuation

14. Identifying an Appropriate Capital
Structure

5. Understanding Risk

15. Exercise: Capital Structure

6. Exercise: Risk

16. Diversification of Owner’s Wealth

7. Calculating the Cost of Capital

17. Succession Planning

8. Exercise: Cost of Capital

18. Strategic Review Workshop

9. Developing Value Creating Strategies
10. Exercise: Strategy

Planning
19. Program Summary

* CTP usually customizes the sections and the content of each to specific client preferences and needs
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Program sections can be delivered multiple ways
§ For over a decade, the VAA Program has been an in-person program delivered to groups.
§ There are multiple benefits to this approach and it is still often delivered this way (see next
page).
§ However, CTP also has full video production capabilities and program sections can now be
instantly available to your people over the web.
§ This allows us to “flip” the VAA program.
Instead of having participants:

Now we can have them:

Attend lectures in a group

Attend lectures individually over the web

Apply concepts individually

Apply program concepts in groups

§ Using the web, video/conference calls, Emails and in person meetings:
– CTP answers questions on Program Sections
– CTP reviews and corrects Program Exercises
– CTP helps your people apply Program concepts to “live” opportunities
§ This can improve the business results of education while reducing costs.
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Attending lectures over the Web dramatically reduces training costs
§ The opportunity cost of having RM’s devote work days to in-person training and associated
travel accounts for an average of 85% of total program costs
§ Having RMs view lectures on their own time in their current locations eliminates these costs
Typical Costs of In-Person vs. Web Program Delivery
$250,000
$200,000
$150,000

-70%

-85%

-90%

$100,000

Web Access Fee
Facilitation Cost
Travel Cost
Opportunity Cost

$50,000
$5 Day5-Day
In-Person
Program
In-Person
Program

Web ++ 1-Day
1 Day
Web
Program
In-Person
Program

Popular
Approach

WebWeb
+ Remote
+
Support
Remote
Support

Web
Only
Web
Only
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We’re happy to deliver our programs in-person, over the web or in any
combination
Approach

Benefits

Issues

In-Person

§ Allows participants to:
– Ask questions in real time
– Get instant feedback on exercises and
applying concepts to “real world” situations
– Learn from each other
– Build relationships with other participants
§ Allows leadership and specialists to present
and participate

§ Higher costs
– Opportunity cost of having participants
attend in-person seminar
– Travel costs
– Daily Program delivery fee
§ Less convenience
§ Less focus on application of program
concepts

Web

§ Allows participants to:
– Self-select to advance their careers
– Learn program content at their own pace
§ More focus on applying Program concepts
§ Lower costs
§ Provides detailed statistics on who goes
through the program and at what pace

§ Participants have to:
– Save their questions and forward them to
CTP
– Wait to get feedback from CTP through
video/teleconferences or email
§ Can be difficult to force people to complete
the sections and exercises over the web

§ Allows participants to:
– Self-select to advance their careers
– Learn program content at their own pace
§ More focus on application of concepts
§ Lets leadership and specialists participate
§ In-person programs can we scheduled
whenever an appropriate number of your
people have completed the sections

What is the right
combination for
your bank?

Combination:
Learn Sections on
the web & review
and apply content
in groups
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The VAA Program leverages thinking from world renowned experts in
finance, valuation, strategy, management and negotiations

Finance / Valuation

Area

Expert
Al Rappaport*

“Creating Shareholder Value”

Tom Copeland*

“Valuation”

Sharpe & Lintner

Capital Asset Pricing Model

Steve Ross*

Arbitrage Pricing Theory

Miller & Modigliani

Optimal Capital Structure

Strategy &
Innovation

Michael Porter
Peter Diamandis*
Salim Ismail*
Clayton Christensen
Negotiation Management

Thought Leadership

Alan Shapiro*

“Competitive Strategy”, “Competitive Advantage”
“Abundance”
“Exponential Organizations”
“Innovator’s Dilemma”
“Multinational Financial Management”

Lenos Tregeorgis*

“Real Options: Managerial Flexibility and Strategy”

Jon Katzenbach*

“The Discipline of Teams”, “Teams at the Top”

Leigh Thompson*

“The Heart and Mind of the Negotiator”

Jeanne Brett*

“Negotiating Rationally” and “Negotiating Globally”

Fisher & Ury

“Getting to Yes”

* Mr. Nodine has direct collaboration experience with these experts
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It also introduces the CTP Valuation Toolkit to help you conduct these
analyses

Corporate Transformation Partners Valuation Toolkit
Version: January 1, 2019
Welcome to the CTP Valuation Toolkit. This model is designed to help you quickly assess a
business' value, identify its primary value drivers, and choose an appropriate capital structure.
It contains several worksheets:
Sheet

Description

It also employs the following conventions:
Conventions:

Value Drivers

Calculates value drivers from historical and forecast financial information

Blue Text

These cells are inputs. You may enter values.

ValueLine

Calculates value drivers from information on a ValueLine Report

Black Text

These cells are formulas. They are protected and
cannot be modified.

Peer Group
Beta
Shareholder
Value
Sensitivities
Analysis
Economic
Profit
Current
Multiples
Transaction
Multiples
Capital
Structure
Peer Group
Cap. Struct.

Relevers Betas for use in peer group cost of equity analysis

Disclaimer:

Calculates shareholder value based on value drivers input from either the
Value Drivers or ValueLine worksheets or drivers that are entered directly
Identifies which drivers have the largest impact on shareholder value
Calculates value created in any year for which information is provided

Buttons with
These must be pressed to calculate an answer
Blue Text

Buttons
with
Buttons with
These either select inputs or reset inputs
Black
Text
Black Text

Calculates current prices based on multiples
Calculates acquisition prices based on past transactions
Assesses an appropriate capital structure based on "downside" cash flows
Calculates debt to total capital ratios for peers using book and market
numbers
This toolkit is intended for pedagogic purposes only. CTP LLC assumes no responsibility for analyses conducted with this toolkit and assumes no
liability for any decisions made on the basis of such analysis. All rights reserved.
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The Value Added Advisor Program is a win for clients, Relationship
Managers and the Bank
The “Win-Win-Win” of the VAA Program
Clients Win
§ A more valuable company

Relationship Managers Win

The Bank Wins
§ More business

§ More business

§ A bank partner with
detailed understanding of
their company

§ More cross-selling

§ Get more experienced as
their career progresses

§ Stronger client relationships

§ New ideas on financing

§ Improve their abilities to
add value over time

§ Stronger link between
strategy, operations and
financing

§ Become partners to their
clients vs. “just” vendors

§ Less client turnover
§ Better underwriting
decisions based on a deeper
understanding of client
companies and their
strategies
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Following the VAA Program, Strategic Review Workshops complete the
journey from education to “real world” application and generate business
§ New knowledge and skills should be applied to be retained and reinforced

Value Added
Advisor
Program
Strategic
Review
Workshops
Financing for
Value Creation
Program

§ After our Value Added Advisor and Financing for Value Creation programs, our clients often
hold “Strategic Review Workshops” where Relationship Managers work in teams to apply
course concepts and prepare presentations to take to their clients
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After this program, you will conduct a Strategic Review of one of your
clients using the VAA approach
The Strategic Review Workshop Process

Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

Step 4:

Select Client
Companies

Develop Value
Creating Ideas

Teams Present
to Bank Panel

Present to
Clients

Before the end of each
program participants
select target clients and
form teams to focus on
them

Teams generate value
creating ideas for their
clients using tools and
templates from the
programs (with CTP
providing support)

The teams give their
presentations to a panel
of senior Bank managers
and CTP who provide realtime feedback

The teams refine their
presentations based on
feedback and take them
to their clients to earn
new business
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Education, tools and processes are designed to help you take ideas to
your clients to build business for the Bank
§ Education
– Value Added Advisor Program
– Financing for Value Creation Program
– Capital Markets Product Information
– Account Review Support
§ Processes
– Strategic Review Workshop: Walks you and your team through the process the first
time
– Ongoing Bank Support
• Credit analyses
• Product Specialists
• Assist with future Strategic Reviews
§ Tools
– Sample Company Strategic Review: Illustrates a how analyses fit together
– CTP Valuation Toolkit: Contains spreadsheets for conducting analyses
– Strategic Review Training Guide: Contains templates of presentation slides
– DCF Primer
– Capital Markets Products Study Guides
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Strategic Review Workshops have additional benefits for clients,
Relationship Managers and the Bank
§ Clients:
– Receive value creating ideas
– Gain a team of Bank Partners that focused on their specific issues and is willing to work
with them
– Get stronger relationships with their Bank
§ Relationship Managers:
– Sell more business
– Have a “safe haven” for applying new knowledge and skills
– Have the benefit of a team, Bank management and CTP to develop and refine superior
ideas for clients
§ The Bank:
– Gets stronger relationships with key clients
– Develops a deeper understanding of the opportunities and issues facing key clients to
support credit and marketing decisions
– Gains visibility into relationship managers and how they serve clients
– Has an opportunity to review and enhance presentations before they go out to clients
– Can track the business results of Strategic Review presentations
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